
 

 
Caregiver Corner: Grade K 

 
 
Dear Caregiver, 
  
Welcome to the first week of summer! It may not be officially summer, but for most of 
you the school year has ended. You may be getting out little by little, or you may still be 
sheltering at home. As you find your summer groove, we are committed to helping you 
and your children stay engaged with reading and learning activities throughout the 
summer weeks. 
  
This week we are exploring Incredible Insects! 
Each day we offer a different activity and provide you with tips to extend the learning. 
  

● Reading Monday: Read Bugs in the Garden 
Use the Take and Teach Lesson Key Ideas and Details pages to walk your child 
through the text. 
You may also have your child reread the text on other days this week and guide 
them with the Respond & Extend pages. 

  
● Media Tuesday: Watch A Closer Look 

Extend the fun by having your child observe a bug closely outside. 
You may also have them create their own video to show how they look closely at 
something. 
  

● Writing Wednesday: Write about Bugs 
Extend the activity by having your child make up a story about one of the bugs. 
More to Read!: We provide another title to extend reading on the topic. 
  

● Research Thursday: Learn about Bugs and Spiders 
Extend the activity by having your child draw a bug they researched and label its 
parts. 
  

● Project Friday: Make a Butterfly 
Extend the activity by making more bugs and acting out a story with them. 
  

  
Have a great week of reading and learning! 





David Bauer
Illustrated by Burgandy Beam
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TEXT COMPLEXITY


READING LEVEL B  OVERALL RATING Slightly Complex


TEXT X-RAY


KEY IDEAS  LANGUAGE BACKGROUND & CULTURE


• Many different kinds of 


bugs are found in backyard 


gardens.   


• Bugs come in different colors.   


• Bugs come in different shapes 


and sizes.   


• Bugs are fun to look at and 


watch.  


Key Vocabulary


bug (p. 2)


black (p. 2)


orange (p. 4)


green (p. 6)


brown (p. 8)


yellow (p. 10)


purple (p. 12)


red (p. 14)


Before reading, preview the 


illustrations with children. Ask 


them to point out the boy and 


his mother and identify what 


they are doing. (gardening) Have 


them point out the bugs in the 


book and their different colors. 


INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT 


Options for Teacher-Led Sessions


❍  Key Ideas & Details ....................................... 2


• Theme 


• Make Connections


❍  Respond & Extend ........................................ 4


Online Printables


Vocabulary Network 
Organizer


Oral Reading Record


Tabletop Minilessons: Reading


Theme


Make Connections 


GENRE Realistic Fiction


WHY THIS TEXT? 


This fiction story tells of a boy’s bug discoveries in a backyard garden. Although the 


illustrations reveal the boy’s several emotions, from delight to caution to confusion, 


he concludes that bugs are fun to look at. Patterned text in the book includes a 


repeated sentence and sentences that focus on bug colors. Terminal punctuation  


includes exclamation points as well as periods. 


VOCABULARY NETWORK


Words About Watching Bugs crawl (v.), colorful (adj.), study (v.)


Bugs in the Garden
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Bugs in the Garden







TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE  CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Point to the bugs on pages 5 and 7. Have 


children give the color names in their home 
language and in English.


  ■  ■   Have children point to the bugs on pages 5 and 
7 and name the color of each.


  ■  Have children describe the bugs on 
pages 5 and 7.


6–7


How are the boy and his mother feeling? (He looks a little 


startled or unsure. The mother does not look worried.)


Guide Tell children that the bug on page 7 is called a praying 


mantis, or mantis. Have children point to its longer front legs. 


Point out the bites in the leaf and guide children to tell what 


the mantis might be doing to the leaf. (eating it)


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE  CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Have children count the six legs of the beetle. 
  ■  ■   An ant and a beetle have  legs.     
  ■   How are the two bugs the same?


What does the look on the boy’s face tell you about what 


he is feeling? (He has a smile on his face; he looks fascinated by 


the bug.)


Guide Point out that the next bug the boy sees is a beetle. 


Ask children to compare the ant and beetle. Guide children to 


understand that bugs are different in ways other than color. 


4–5


TEXT EVIDENCE


• This bug is black.


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Point to and name objects in the picture. Have 


children repeat the names. 
  ■  ■   The boy sees .
  ■   What does the boy see?


2–3


What kind of bug does the boy see? (an ant) What does he 


notice about the bug? (It is black.)


Discuss Prompt children to look carefully at the ant to see 


what they can learn about it. Lead children to observe that an 


ant has two antennae and six legs.


GUIDE INSTRUCTION 


Build comprehension of the text, using the prompts below as needed.


GENERATE INTEREST 


Prompt children to make predictions and share 


connections. 


• What bugs do you see when you are outside?    


• What do you think bugs like about a garden?    


BUILD VOCABULARY 


Use the Vocabulary Network Organizer to develop 


vocabulary and explore language connections. 


• crawl (v.), colorful (adj.), study (v.)


Key Ideas & Details
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EL Support Key ■  ■  ■ Substantial ■  ■ Moderate ■ Light


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Page through the book, identifying the boy’s 


different emotions. Have children repeat 
after you. 


  ■  ■  Page through the book, pointing to the boy’s 
face. Have children complete the sentence 
The boy feels . 


  ■   Have children take you through the book and 
describe how the boy feels.   


14–16


What is the last type of bug the boy sees? (a lady bug) 


How does he show he isn’t afraid of it? (He smiles when 


he sees it, and he lets it crawl on his hand.) 


Create a Visual Draw a T-chart with the headings “Bugs” 


and “Boy.” Help children recall the bugs in the book and 


list them in the “Bugs” column. Then guide them to recall 


how the boy feels about each bug he sees. Record feelings 


in the “Boy” column. Point out that the boy tells how he 


feels about all bugs at the end of the text: Bugs are fun!  


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


12–13


How does the butterfly surprise the boy? (It flies 


up in the air and startles him.) How can you tell he is 


surprised? (His mouth is open and his eyes are wide.)


Reread Have children reread the text on page 12 and 


tell what color bug the boy sees. (purple)


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


English Learner Support
 ■  ■  ■   Have children make the same expression 


that is on the boy’s face. Identify the emotion 
as scared or worried. 


  ■  ■ The boy looks . 
  ■   Describe how the boy feels about the bee.  


10–11


What kind of bug does the boy see? (a bee) How 


do you think the boy feels about the bee? (worried; 


scared) 


Guide Prompt children to look at the boy’s facial 


expression. Guide them to observe that this bug is 


different from the others because it can inflict a painful 


sting. Explain that bees only sting if threatened.    


TEXT EVIDENCE


• PICTURE CLUES


8–9


What kind of bug does the boy see?  (a cricket) What 


bug do you think the boy might see next? (a bee)


Guide Prompt children to note how the cricket 


compares to the other ones the boy has found so far. 


Note the unusual back legs and the long antennae. Ask 


children to tell which bug has similar back legs. (the 


mantis) Ask children to find the bee in the picture. 


3
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Vocabulary & Language 


Describe Bugs


• With a partner, play a game 


of “I Spy,” using the bugs in 


the book.    


• Choose a bug to describe. 


Then describe the bug 


without telling its name. 


Your partner can look at the 


book to find your bug.


• Take turns playing the game.


Hands-On Activity


Examine Garden Plants


• Think about why many bugs 


live in gardens.   


• Look back at the pictures 


in the book. Identify the 


different plants that you 


see, such as grass, leaves, 


and flowers.


• Identify which bugs are 


found near grass, on leaves, 


and next to flowers.


• Discuss why some bugs, 


such as bees and butterflies, 


are near flowers. What 


do you think they get 


from flowers?  


• Share what you discovered 


with the group.   


Research Connection


Learn about Bugs and 


Spiders


• Look in nonfiction books or 


online to find information 


about bugs and spiders. 


How are they alike? How are 


they different? 


• Look at pictures of bugs 


and spiders. 


• Write or dictate what 


you learned about bugs 


and spiders.


• Share what you learned with 


the group. 
Response Writing


Write about Bugs


• Think about the kinds of 


bugs in this book. 


• Write what you know. Use 


this sentence frame: Many 


bugs are found in a . 


They are fun to watch because 


.  


• Discuss your ideas with 


the group. 


Project


Make a Butterfly


• Pick out three colors of 


construction paper. Choose 


the one you like most and 


cut out two butterfly wings.    


• Use the other colors to glue 


spots or stripes to the wings.    


• Use black construction 


paper to cut out a butterfly’s 


body and antennae. Glue the 


wings to the body. 


GUIDE INSTRUCTION


Explain that children will be using what they have read and their own opinions to respond to the text. Then assign 


and support one or more of the activities below.


REREAD


Reread the text with children, focusing on fluency and meaning.


• Why do you think bugs live in gardens?   


• Do you have any favorite bugs you like to watch?   


Respond & Extend
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